Dear Friends in magic, dear European Presidents,
We are extremely pleased to announce that the next FISM ECM Manresa 2021 is ready to
host us.
As already reported, the dates are June 30 to July 4. Although this news is very encouraging, we
must be cautious and follow all the rules that our respective governments recommend. We
suggest that when the date of the event approaches, you should check yourself the sanitary
measures in force for travel and stay in Spain - Barcelona - Manresa.
It is with satisfaction we can announce that the number of contestants exceeds 80 registered in
the different categories. Quality, skill, surprise, and excitement are guaranteed!
The organizers - in permanent contact with the FISM Europe and International Board of
Directors - are making a great effort to ensure maximum quality in priority health conditions
and prevention of COVID-19, following all the protocols, not only mandatory, but also
recommended to guarantee a safe and comfortable stay. The organization will issue mobility
certificates to contestants on request.
We appreciate and value the festival “Nit dels Genis” that they organized in the first week of
January - 2021, which, in very adverse conditions, served as a training and risk assessment in the
facilities where the FISM ECM will be held. We know that it was a great success and that all the
protocols they imposed were successful, achieving a high-level and absolutely safe cultural
event.
It is time to enjoy live magic again, it is time to prove that culture is safe and necessary to help
make the world go round. It is time to see all of you in Manresa!
FISM EUROPE EXECUTIVE BOARD

Reminder for Presidents:
it is necessary to be up to date with the payment of FISM Europe fees, in order to
exercise the right to sponsor competitors at FISM European Championship and to vote
in the General Assembly to be held in Manresa. To make things easier, a FISM EU
service point will be set up to be able to pay in cash there.
Reminder for Competitors:
competitors who withdraws from the competition after April 15th will not be able to
request a refund of the participation fee

